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There are good days and there are bad days. In the world of
cryptocurrency, the bad days usually outweighs the good days. It's
because everyone involved has to deal with the constant threat of
having his coins stolen by hackers or incompetent exchange loses
them or you are pulled into an outright scam scheme. Crypto Prayer
utility token was created to straighten the relationships between
good and evil. Because let's be honest. Everyone is sometimes good and
sometimes makes a mistake and behaves in a bad manner to someone
else. And that someone else may be next to you or thousands of miles
away, but he is still a real person with feelings.
Crypto Prayer Coin is here mainly to offer a service of prayer for
forgiveness for your soul. By buying crypto prayer token you state
that you want to close the door behind the past and became a better
person. We don't guarantee your forgiveness, but let this be your first
step. We will pray to everyone who sends the Ether to the smart
contract. Your Ethereum address will be the connection. Or you can
give us more specific information about your cause.
All 7,771,910,818 Crypto Prayer Coins will be blessed by us and
hopefully will carry the right message to every owner no matter his
past. “Be a better person, be transparent, don't think maliciously and
respect every human being. Even if you've never met them.”
You could do something bad; steal Bitcoins, manipulate the
cryptocurrency market or sell illegal contraband. We will pray for
your forgiveness. You will stop doing that and start behaving like a
decent human. This prayer as a service is bought by the utility token
in our sale.
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Details about the Crypto Prayer Token
There will be 7,771,910,818 tokens in total. 61% of the coins will be
offered in the public token sale, 9% will be used for development. Last
30% will be held by us. The token will be created on Ethereum ERC20
token standard.
There will be no bounty program or discounted pre-sale or private
sale. just a main sale.
Soft cap for the Crypto Prayer Coin will be set at 12 Ethers. The hard
cap will be at 1818 Ethers. If we don't reach the soft cap all the
Ethereum will be sent back and tokens will be burned. If we surpass the
soft cap, but the hard cap won't be reached we burn the unsold
tokens so the total number of tokens will be lower. After the Crypto
Prayer token sale, we will provide prayer to each and every Ethereum
address which made a purchase of Crypto Prayer Coin. You can add
additional information about your case if you want us to pray for
something specific. We wish you the best of luck in any case and hope
your life will continue in a way you wish to.

